
The physical nature of time.

Time has three principle features that lead me to conclude that time and all reality occur from a
common origin. Number one, time moves forward but has no direction. Number two, the pace
of time is not constant. Number three, time has a common regulator through out the universe.

The principle characteristics of time and times' relationship to mass and energy tend to the
conclusion that time and matter originate together from the structure and energy of space.
Time and all reality can be seen as though it derives from one trait.

Math, physics, philosophy and religion must not be entangled when looking for the true nature
of time. Time may be viewed from different perspectives. Time as seen from one vantage will
naturally be limited by an earlier point of view. The true nature of time can be entirely lost by a
careless connection between disciplines. As an example, symmetry, as a mathematical tool, is
very powerful; but in physics we must look for the hidden cause of patterns; and not permit
numbers to dictate a concept of reality where only an illusion of time exists. Our perception of
time is most sensitive to an ill conceived overlap of disciplines. The entanglement of math with
physics is nearly universal when pondering the nature of time. And to grasp the physical
structure that yields time, we must avoid basic errors in math.

Time, distance and mass derive from one source - the structure of the universe. The
conclusion here permits one to describe the time sensitive CMBR signature from structure
alone. This structure yields the mass of the fundamental particles; and constants of interaction.
Here we shall approach the derivation of alpha from the base position that mass, distance and
time are linked and have a common origin.
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Time viewed as a physical reality always relates to energy, matter and distance.
Whether we speak of the daily cycle or the year, if we stick to physics, we are

invoking our understanding of energy, mass and distance. When measuring
change with a grandfather clock or a quartz watch our basis derives from our
measure of mass, distance and energy. Clearly seen in Einstein's often quoted
relationship between mass and energy, time is linked with distance in the limiting
speed of light.

Time is locked with displacement and mass by a phase change that exists in the
structure of space. This locking is at a temperature corresponding to the CMBR.
This phase lock on the relationship of universal time, mass and distance is a key
point to the understanding of this thesis, theory, hypothesis or conjecture (your
selected description may change with your level of understanding).

This thesis reverts to a three dimensional universe somewhat akin to Dirac's
electron sea without Herring's positive jellium. That is, three dimensions for space
with none extra required for time. However, I suggest that gravity, time and the
characteristics of every thing else can be described as coming from one character
element in a universe of three dimensions. The path of displaced point elements
with in the lattice of point elements along with the holes left by these
displacements have a variety of characteristics. Here I select point elements with
charge as their one characteristic. Although from a mathematical approach we
could consider magnetic monopoles or even more fanciful elements of undefined



character. And I shall choose a charge equal to one third that of the electron for
each point element; and view an electron as three displaced point charges moving
together through the structure of space. This lattice structure produces a
relationship between mass, distance and time that is basically uniform and locked
together through out the universe.

Time is meaningless without mass and distance. Mass is nothing without distance
and time. There is only chaos without a lock between mass, distance and time.
The locked structure of a universal lattice provides uniformity of electrons, atoms,

quantum behavior and time.

Why is there a phase lock at background temperature? A universe filled only with
these point charges, each with zero energy relative to neighbors, would arrange in
a lattice structure similar to the packing of spheres in a very large container. The
addition of a low energy level to each element will yield an effective shape that
packs more efficiently than spheres! This energy level is a small fraction of that
required to displace a single charged element from the lattice. This energy is
similar to a simple thermal energy but is ordered by the structure of the universal
lattice. That is, this theory predicts a measurable discrepancy
between CMBR characteristics and pure uniform black body radiation. Quantum
mechanics as well as the signature of the CMBR suggest a standard length
reference for all locations in the universe. The phase lock and the lattice structure
provide this standard and with a standard length and mass we also get the pulse of
time.

This thermal like energy of the charged elements yields an effective mass that is
locked to the structure of the universe, dark matter that provides the standard for
length, time and gravitation.

The unit of charge (which I have suggested could be a one third fraction of the
charge of a electron) could be 1/3, 1/6, 1/12 or even other fractional values of the
common electron charge from a mathematical perspective. This fractional relation
is determined by the structure of the space lattice and the energy level of stable
patterns of displaced primary elements and holes left by those displaced elements.
Here I am viewing the quarks as single or double elements that are stable only in

the patterns we find them.

Matter and antimatter groupings do have differing levels of stability in the
universal negative lattice. Stable antimatter worlds would only exist in a universal
positive charged lattice.

The fine structure constant as defined in physics has the nature of a probability
and we can determine the value from the structure of space. What we normally
measure as the fine structure constant includes a term due to the temperature of
the lattice. But the base probability value is 1/137 or more properly 4 in 548. The
number 548 comes from [625 - (4X4X4 + 3x3 +2 +1) -1].

Structure of a unit cell in the universal lattice is essentially that of a distorted
dodecahedron.

What does it all mean? Predicts that some quantum interactions are dependant
on the orientation with the lattice structure of the universe. Opens the possibility
of speed faster than c. Puts a new wrinkle on the relationship of mass and energy.
Predicts that the red shift should be a function of direction. And many more.
Including that mass, distance and time are a package.






